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30 unique coloring pagesOne-sided pages; only one picture printed on each sheetHigh-resolution

imagesA comfortable and convenient 8.25" x 8.25" size Whether happy, grouchy, playful or

thoughtful, every cat loves to wear a little color and let their personality shine! Cats of all shapes,

sizes and personalities are here at your fingertips and ready for an artistic adventure!Adult Coloring

Books Cats will give hours of fun and relaxation to all cat lovers.
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I love coloring books with cats and this book has 30 fun designs to color. The designs are stylized

with lots of doodles which allows me to use a variety of colors. The designs range from open and

easy to color to those that are more intricate. The lines are thin on some while others have heavy

black lines which stand out boldly in a finished project.These cat coloring designs have been

curated by the publishers from a variety of image licensing companies. That means that we get a

variety of designers work in a single book, which is generally a great thing to get at a reasonable

price. While most of the designs are new to me, I found that a couple of them are ones that I have

seen in other books before but in a larger format. I will include a silent video which will show all of

the designs included in this book.The designs are printed on one side of thin white paper. The book

is a smaller than usual format. The pages are not perforated but the artist has left ample room to cut

a page out if you choose to do so. The binding is glued rather than sewn, so you can have it cut off

if you wish to have sheets rather than a book. The designs all have finished elements or framing



around them so I have a natural stopping point when I am coloring. I really like this as it helps give

work a more polished a finished look.All of my markers and gel pens bleed through this paper and

coloring pencils work well with it. You can see a list below of the coloring medium that I tested on

this book. As the backside of the page is blank, I can use a heavyweight paper or chipboard

beneath my working page to keep ink from leaking through. Chipboard can be purchased at an

office supply store or on-line fairly inexpensively. I can reuse it many times over, so that is becoming

my standard blotter sheet.These are the coloring medium that I use for testing. If there is something

else you feel I should be testing, please let me know and I will see if I can add it to my growing

pile:Markers: 1) alcohol-based ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Copic Sketch, Prismacolor double ended markers

(brush and fine point), Sharpies (fine and ultra-fine) and 2) water-based ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ

Tombows dual end markers (brush and fine point), Stabilo 88, Staedler triplus fineliners, and Pentel

markersGel Pens: Sakura, Fiskars, and TekwriterColoring Pencils: Prismacolor Premier Soft Core,

Derwent Colorsoft, Prismacolor Verithins, and Faber-Castel Polychromos

I really, REALLY wanted this book to be good. I was so excited to get it. Unfortunately, I had to

return it. Not only were the pages so thin that you couldn't use anything other than a colored pencil,

the quality of the images were so poor & the spaces to be colored were so small that I couldn't

possibly color it in. Not even the sharpest pencil could fill in the tiny spaces.Another complaint would

be that the pages weren't perforated, but, considering all the other complaints, I think that's an

non-issue.

This is a fun book. Smaller in size than I expected (maybe 8"x8") but the images are all quirky and

appear to be hand drawn. If you love cats this is a book you would enjoy. The images are not really

super detailed and many of them are cat faces. I have a lot of super-detailed coloring books but this

one is fun for those days when I just want to relax without putting much effort into it.

I recently got into "adult coloring books," as I am sure many others also have. The first one I

purchased was a larger cat/kitten book (who doesn't love cats?!). I realized that coloring would be a

great way to keep occupied on a few flights I'm taking this year, which are between 4 and 6 hours

each way. But, the first book I got is way too bulky for me to take along with all the other things I'll

need to pack. So I came across this cat book for a few dollars, and it is the perfect size for travel! It's

very light, but just because it's small doesn't mean it's not high quality. In fact, I think this book might

be more "complicated" than the bigger book I have. Some of the coloring areas are so, so tiny! If



you are a perfectionist like me, you'll probably want to invest in some very fine-point coloring

markers to make your life easier. Coloring is supposed to be a way to de-stress! Here's to hoping I

can stay inside the lines.

I love the creativity of the artist. these cats are great but the book it smaller in size than I thought

otherwise I would give 5 stars. It does have 30 pages that are one sided for easy removal if you

would like to take them out. I do love the assorted variety this artist provides I just prefer the regular

size books. I do think this would be great for packing on a road trip. I really enjoy coloring it takes

me to such a relaxing place and these moments are harder to achieve these days. Coloring is a

great way to unwind after a stressful day.

This is a smaller-sized book with many tiny areas that are difficult for me to color, even with reading

glasses. The pictures are nice and very detailed. Personally, I wouldn't order similar books, however

a younger friend of mine picked a detailed page to color and had no problems.

I have not used this book for myself but bought it as a gift for a friend. Unfortunately, the pages are

double sided so when you color on one wide it shines through to the other side. Several of the

designs are very good but there are many that just look scanned in. I believe another reviewer

commented that these are not unique designs but are compiled from many free downloadable

coloring pages. Still, it's nice to have a compilation of designs rather than having to download

everything and have several loose pages. For the price it is not bad, but I would not buy it again.

My 6 year old stepson loves cats. He was very excited to have an "adult" coloring book, which he

received for Christmas along with an art set with colored pencils. I've noticed these more detailed

pictures really capture his focus more than the kid books... admittedly, I've been enjoying it too lol
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